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Abstract. During the second flight of the ORFEUS-SPAS
mission in November/December 1996, the Echelle spec-
trometer was used extensively by the Principal and Guest
Investigator teams as one of the two focal plane in-
struments of the ORFEUS telescope. The spectrum of
HD 93521 was obtained during this mission with a total
integration time of 1740 s. This spectrum shows numer-
ous sharp interstellar absorption lines. We identified 198
lines of molecular hydrogen including at least 7 lines with
a high velocity component. Also most of the 67 identi-
fied interstellar metal lines are visible with a high velocity
component.

We present plots of the complete ORFEUS II Echelle
spectrum together with tables of all identified interstel-
lar absorption lines including all 14 detectable H I lines.
In addition several identified stellar lines, partially with
narrow absorption components, and stellar wind lines are
given in a separate table.

Key words: stars: individual: HD 93521 — ISM: lines
and bands — ISM: molecules — ultraviolet: ISM —
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1. Introduction

The star HD 93521 is a high galactic latitude O-star.
It has been used for many years as a tracer of the in-
terstellar gas in the galactic halo, for which it is well
suited due to its brightness (V = 7.04), high galactic lat-
itude (l = 183◦, b = 62◦) and large rotational velocity
(v sin i ≈ 400 km s−1, Lennon et al. 1991). Together with
a z-distance of about 1.5 kpc (Irvine 1989), HD 93521 is
an ideal candidate for studying kinematics of the halo gas,
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since galactic rotation effects should be very small (Spitzer
& Fitzpatrick 1992).

With the Echelle spectrometer of the ORFEUS
telescope (Orbiting and Retrievable Far and Extreme
Ultraviolet Spectrometer) it was for the first time possible
to observe all available absorption lines of interstellar
molecular hydrogen towards HD 93521. In the gathered
spectra we identified 198 H2-lines. These lines are very
narrow and strong but unsaturated, which was the reason
why many of them were used for wavelength calibration
of the ORFEUS Echelle spectrometer. Also 67 other
interstellar absorption lines and 14 lines of the Lyman
series were identified. For completeness stellar and stellar
wind absorption lines are shown too.

We present the whole Echelle spectrum of HD 93521,
obtained during the second ORFEUS-SPAS mission
in November/December 1996. This spectrum has a
good signal to noise ratio and the spectral resolution
achieved is somewhat higher than the claimed resolution
of λ/∆λ= 10.000 (Barnstedt et al. 1999).

The plots presented in the Appendix show one Echelle
order per plot for wavelengths above 1130 Å (Echelle or-
ders 40 to 49), and half an Echelle order per plot for
Echelle orders 50 to 61 (λ< 1130 Å) where all H2-lines
are included.

2. Data reduction and line identification

Two separate observations of HD 93521 were obtained
during two successive orbits with a total integration
time of 1740 s (ORFEUS observation IDs 2276 2 and
2276 3, observation date: day 333 of 1996, GMT
04:56:05 − 05:14:05 and GMT 06:28:05 − 06:39:05). The
two echelle images were coadded and then the standard
extraction procedure was applied (Barnstedt et al. 1999)
without any smoothing. An additional radial velocity
correction of −10 km s−1 was applied, which corrects
the wavelength scale for the fact that the star was not
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absolutely centered in the entrance diaphragm of the
telescope. The maximum uncertainty due to the 20′′

diameter of the diaphragm was ±36 km s−1, so the
deviation of −10 km s−1 corresponds to a pointing offset
of 3′′, which is an excellent value for the ASTRO-SPAS
satellite. The value of −10 km s−1 was estimated by
comparing the observed radial velocity components with
those already published (Spitzer & Fitzpatrick 1992).
The wavelength scale is heliocentric, a LSR scale would
require an additional correction of −1.6 km s−1, which is
negligible.

As with all echelle spectra, the signal to noise ratio is
best in the centre of the echelle orders, while it is reduced
by a factor of about 1.4 at both ends of each order. Due
to the blaze curve being not fully centered, the signal to
noise ratio at the short wavelength end is significantly bet-
ter than at the long wavelength end of each echelle order.
There is also a slight deviation in the wavelength cali-
bration at the short wavelength end of each order, which
affects a wavelength range of about 5% in each order.

For line identifications we used the following line
catalogues:
1. H2-lines:

- Morton & Dinerstein (1976), except L10P1;
- Abgrall et al. (1993), correct wavelength for L10P1:

982.834 Å.
2. Metal lines and H I:

- Morton (1991);
- Kurucz CD No. 23, web-page (Kurucz 1995);
- Kelly (1968; and web-page);
- Feibelman & Johannson (1995).

Identified lines from IUE spectra of HD 93521 above
1170 Å are listed by Ramella et al. (1980), with exception
of two interstellar lines: λ1260.4, which is Si II and not
Si III, and λ1304.4, which is also Si II and not O I.

The tables and plots show blended lines also, for which
a non-ambiguous identification or estimate of the intensity
is not possible.

Lines with a lower energy level greater than zero are
marked with an asterisk, *. All stellar lines are marked
with a bracketed asterisk, (*), and stellar wind lines are
marked as (w) in the plots as well as in the tables.

3. Discussion of spectral features

The interstellar, stellar and wind absorption lines are vis-
ible in several or different radial velocity components. We
therefore list and describe all occuring radial velocity com-
ponents in Table 1.

We present tables of identified interstellar and stel-
lar absorption lines. These tables show a running number
for identification of the lines in the plots shown in the
Appendix, the vacuum wavelength, the log(gf)-value, the
number of the radial velocity component (VC) applied as
given in Table 1, and some remarks or the transition for

the H2-lines. We will present and discuss the tables of
molecular hydrogen lines, other interstellar lines, Lyman
series lines and stellar absorption lines.

3.1. Radial velocity components

Table 1 lists 7 components of radial velocities used to iden-
tify absorption lines and features in the spectrum. The
first two components are the interstellar absorptions at
−12 km s−1 and −60 km s−1, which are the two strongest
of well known interstellar components (Grewing et al.
1978; Keenan et al. 1995; Spitzer & Fitzpatrick 1992,
1993). No. 3 gives the published value of the radial ve-
locity of HD 93521 of −16 km s−1(SIMBAD). No. 4 is the
velocity of the emission of the geocoronal Ly-α line. This
emission line results from a completely illuminated en-
trance aperture of the Echelle spectrometer which had a
projected diameter of 20′′. The velocity of 36.5 km s−1 is
the negative sum of two wavelength corrections applied to
this spectrum: the heliocentric correction and the decen-
tering correction (26.5 km s−1 + 10 km s−1).

Some stellar absorption lines show narrow absorption
components resulting from winds, which have been ob-
served previously (Bjorkman et al. 1994), but which are
varying in time. We have identified two such components
in serveral lines and they are listed as numbers 5 and 6
in Table 1. Component 7 represents the radial velocities
of the strong Si III λλ1300 triplets, which are also due to
stellar wind absorption (Massa 1995).

Table 1. Table of radial velocity components (VC)

VC Rad.vel. Description
No. [km s−1]

1 −12 first (main) interstellar component
2 −60 high velocity interstellar component
3 −16 radial velocity of HD 93521
4 36.5 geocoronal Ly-α emission
5 −270 1. wind feature in stellar absorption lines
6 −340 2. wind feature in stellar absorption lines
7 −80 wind feature in Si III triplets

3.2. Interstellar molecular hydrogen

For most of the H2-lines only the main velocity compo-
nent No. 1 was observed, but for some unblended lines the
high velocity component could be seen also. A detailed
discussion of column densities and curve of growths will
be published in a separate paper (Gringel et al., in prepa-
ration).

Previous Copernicus measurements of selected H2-
lines only led to an upper limit of logN(H2) < 18.54
(Savage et al. 1992). The high velocity components were
not detected by Copernicus.
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Table 2. Table of identified or possible interstellar molecular hy-
drogen lines. VC is the velocity component as given in Table 1

3.3. Interstellar metal lines

Most of the metal lines can be observed in both in-
terstellar components with the second component being
only slightly weaker than the main component. High res-
olution spectra do show more components (Spitzer &
Fitzpatrick 1993), but in the ORFEUS echelle spectra
only two well separated components are seen. The sep-
aration is best seen in the Ar I lines λ1048 and λ1067
and the N I triplett λ1134. Interstellar O VI at λ1032
and λ1037 appears quite broad. Widmann estimated a
N(O VI) = (0.99± 0.15) 1014 cm−2 from these ORFEUS
echelle spectra (Widmann et al. 1998; Widmann 1999).

Table 2. continued
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Table 2. continued
Table 2. continued
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Table 3. Table of identified interstellar metal lines. For unre-
solved doublets and triplets an average wavelength and a calcu-
lated effective log(gf) are given. VC is the velocity component
as given in Table 1

Table 3. continued

Table 4. Table of the identified interstellar Lyman-series (H I).
All lines are doublets with a maximum separation of 5.4 mÅ
(at λ1216). The resulting wavelength and log(gf) is given. VC
is the velocity component as given in Table 1

3.4. Lyman series lines

Of the Lyman series 14 lines are detectable, from which
the lines below the λ915.824 line are not separated, so
that this line marks the interstellar Lyman limit towards
HD 93521.

3.5. Stellar lines

The two N V-lines at λλ1239/1243 have a pronounced
P-Cygni profile. Within the absorption part both lines
show two significant narrow absorption components at
−270 and −340 km s−1. These narrow absorption com-
ponents could be an indication for a disk in the wind of
HD 93521 (Bjorkman et al. 1994). The same components
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Table 5. Table of identified stellar (*) and stellar wind (w)
lines. For the N III doublets only the stronger of the two lines
is listed. VC is the velocity component as given in Table 1

are also visible in the Si IV doublet at λλ1394/1403, in
Si IV λ1073 and in Si III λ1206.

The strong Si III λλ1300 triplets are seen as wind
absorption lines (Massa 1995). They appear at a range
between −60 km s−1 and −100 km s−1, whereas Massa re-
ports a value of −30 km s−1. This difference could be due
to some long term wind variability.

The comparatively strong stellar absorption at 1085 Å
could not be clearly identified, it is possibly a superpo-
sition of different lines. A candidate is the He II λ1084.9
line, but as the next lower unblended He II line at λ958.7 is
rather weak, the identification is not sure. There is a Fe II
resonance line at λ1085.0 with a low log(gf) = −2.106,
but also non-resonance lines of Fe II and Fe III are present
in this region. So this line probably requires a more de-
tailed analysis.

4. Conclusions

The presented ORFEUS II Echelle spectrum of HD 93521
shows an extraordinary rich variety of very sharp inter-
stellar absorption lines, especially in the wavelength re-
gion between 900 Å and 1200 Å, which was not very well
studied before the two ORFEUS missions and for which
only now new observation possibilities exist. Particularly

Table 5. continued

the nearly complete presence of very sharp (FWHM ≈
100 mÅ) H2 absorption lines in this spectrum – which will
be analysed in detail in a forthcoming paper – makes it
well suited as a reference spectrum for interstellar mole-
cular hydrogen. Molecular hydrogen is partially visible in
the interstellar high velocity component too. Additionally
some stellar lines show narrow absorption components
wich are varying in time and which could be an indica-
tion for a disk.
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Appendix: Plots of the spectrum of HD 93521

The following plots show the complete ORFEUS II Echelle
spectrum of HD 93521. The numbers shown in squared
brackets correspond to the running numbers given in the
Tables 2 - 5. Stellar lines are marked as (*), stellar wind
lines as (w). Non-resonance lines are additionally marked
with an asterisk, *.

The plots show one Echelle order per plot for wave-
lengths above 1130 Å (Echelle orders 40 to 49), and half
an Echelle order per plot for Echelle orders 50 to 61
(λ< 1130 Å) which includes all H2-lines. Thus the

wavelength scale changes from order to order, but the rel-
ative wavelength scale (radial velocity scale) is nearly con-
stant within these two wavelength ranges.

Addendum

H2-line λ997.829 (No. 111) was erroneously identified with
two velocity components. The more probable identifica-
tion for the weaker component however is the H2-line
λ997.640 W1P5 with log(f) = −1.921.
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